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Abstract

In this paper, we describe several techniques for improving the acoustic and language model of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system operating on code-switching (CS) speech. We focus on the recognition of Frisian-Dutch radio broadcasts where one of the mixed languages, namely Frisian, is an under-resourced language. In previous work, we have proposed several automatic transcription strategies for CS speech to increase the amount of available training speech data. In this work, we explore how the acoustic modeling (AM) can benefit from monolingual speech data belonging to the high-resourced mixed language. For this purpose, we train state-of-the-art AMs by creating code-switching text, which is in practice almost nonexistent, by (1) generating text using recurrent LMs trained on the transcriptions of the training CS speech data, (2) adding the transcriptions of the automatically transcribed CS speech data and (3) translating Dutch text extracted from the transcriptions of a large Dutch speech corpora. We report significantly improved CS ASR performance due to the increase in the acoustic and textual training data.

Index Terms: code-switching, bilingual ASR, under-resourced languages, Frisian language

1. Introduction

Impact of CS and other kinds of language switches on the speech-to-text system have recently received research interest, resulting in several robust acoustic modeling [1–11] and language modeling [12–17] approaches for CS speech. One fundamental approach is to label speech frames with the spoken language and perform recognition of each language separately using a monolingual ASR system at the back-end [8–11]. These systems have the tendency to suffer from error propagation between the language identification front-end and ASR back-end, since language identification is still a challenging problem especially in case of intra-sentence CS. To alleviate this problem, all-in-one ASR approaches, which do not directly incorporate a language identification system, have also been proposed [2,5,7]. Our research in the FAME! project focuses on developing an all-in-one CS ASR system using a Frisian-Dutch bilingual acoustic and language model that allows language switches [7,18].

One of the bottlenecks for building a CS ASR system is the lack of training speech and text data to train reliable acoustic and language models that can accurately recognize the uttered word and its language. The latter is relevant in language pairs such as Frisian and Dutch with orthographic similarity and shared vocabulary. For this purpose, we have proposed automatic transcription strategies developed for CS speech to increase the amount of training speech data in previous work [19,20].

On account of the increased training data [20], we reported improvements in the ASR and CS detection accuracy using fully connected deep neural networks (DNN). In this work, we investigate how to combine the out-of-domain speech data from the high-resourced mixed language with this increased amount of CS speech data for acoustic training of a more recently proposed neural network architecture consisting of time-delay and recurrent layers [21]. In pilot experiments, these more sophisticated models have been found to provide worse performance due to lack of training data. We further address the challenge that Dutch spoken in the target speech differs from standard Dutch due to a noticeable Frisian accent. For this purpose, we include training Flemish data which is a language variety spoken in Belgium with the aim of making the final acoustic models more accent-robust.

For the language modeling, we have thus far incorporated a standard bilingual language model which is mostly trained on a combination of monolingual text from Frisian and Dutch. The only component in the training text with CS is the transcriptions of the FAME! Corpus [22] training speech data. Motivated by the success of automatic training data generation for acoustic modeling, we generate code-switching text from transcriptions of the spoken data which has been found to have lower perplexity on the development data compared to text from other written resources.

CS text is generated either by training long short-term memory (LSTM) language models on the very small amount of CS text extracted from the transcriptions of the training speech data and synthesize much larger amounts of CS text using these models [23] or by translating Dutch text extracted from the transcriptions of a large Dutch speech corpora. The latter provides CS text as some Dutch words, such as proper nouns (most commonly person, place and institution names) which are a prominent source of code-switching, are not translated to Frisian while the neighboring words are. We further include the transcriptions provided by the best performing automatic transcription strategies described in [20].

2. Frisian-Dutch Radio Broadcast Database

The bilingual FAME! speech database, which has been collected in the scope of the Frisian Audio Mining Enterprise project, contains radio broadcasts in Frisian and Dutch. The Frisian language shows many parallels with Old English. However, nowadays it is under growing influence of Dutch due to long lasting and intense language contact. Frisian has about
half a million speakers. A recent study shows that about 55% of all inhabitants of Fryslân speak Frisian as their first language, which is about 330,000 people [24]. All speakers of Frisian are at least bilingual, since Dutch is the main language used in education in Fryslân.

The FAME! project aims to build a spoken document retrieval system operating on the bilingual archive of the regional public broadcaster Omrop Fryslân (Frisian Broadcast Organization). This bilingual data contains Frisian-only and Dutch-only utterances as well as mixed utterances with inter-sentential, intra-sentential and intra-word CS [25]. To be able to design an ASR system that can handle the language switches, a representative subset of recordings has been extracted from this radio broadcast archive. These recordings include language switching cases and speaker diversity, and have a large time span (1966–2015).

The radio broadcast recordings have been manually annotated and cross-checked by two bilingual native Frisian speakers. The annotation protocol designed for this CS data includes three kinds of information: the orthographic transcription containing the uttered words, speaker details such as the gender, dialect, name (if known) and spoken language information. The language switches are marked with the label of the switched language. For further details, we refer the reader to [22]. As of February 2017, the standard FAME training setup is integrated in Kaldi toolkit [26] as one of the example recipes.

3. Acoustic Modeling

In previous work, we described several automatic annotation approaches to enable using of a large amount of raw bilingual broadcast data for acoustic model training in a semi-supervised setting. For this purpose, we performed various tasks such as speaker diarization, language and speaker recognition and LM rescoring on raw broadcast data for automatic speaker and language tagging [19, 20] and later used this data for acoustic training together with the manually annotated (reference) data. These approaches improved the recognition performance on the CS data due to the significant increase in the available CS training data.

This work further focuses on the possible improvements in the acoustic modeling that can be obtained using other datasets with a much larger amount of monolingual speech data from the high-resourced mixed language, which is Dutch in our scenario. Previously, adding even a portion of this Dutch data resulted in severe recognition accuracy loss in the low-resourced mixed language due to the data imbalance between the mixed languages in the training data. Therefore, only a small portion of the available Dutch data could be used together with the Frisian data.

After the significant increase in the CS training speech data, we explore to what extent one can benefit from the greater availability of resources for Dutch. Given that the Dutch spoken in the target CS context is characterized by the West Frisian accent [27], we further include speech data from a language variety of Dutch, namely Flemish, to investigate its contribution towards the accent-robustness of the final acoustic model.

4. Language Modeling

Language modeling in a CS scenario mainly suffers from lack of adequate training material, as CS rarely occurs (mostly in an informal context such personal messages and tweets) in written resources. Therefore, finding enough training material for a language model that can model word sequences with CS is very challenging. In our previous experiments, our main source for CS text was the transcriptions of the training speech data which comprises a very small proportion of the bilingual training text compared to the monolingual Frisian and monolingual Dutch text.

Text generation using recurrent neural network (RNN) architectures is a common application that can be used to address this problem. Creating text of similar nature to the available limited amount of CS text data in one straightforward way of remedying this imbalance in the bilingual training text corpora. For this purpose, we train an LSTM-based language model on the transcriptions of the training CS speech data from the FAME! Corpus and generate CS text to investigate if including various amount of generated CS text in the training text corpus reduces the perplexity on the transcriptions of the development and test speech data.

Language models trained on machine translated text has been found to be useful in a monolingual low-resourced setting [28]. We apply the same idea under a bilingual scenario with CS speech. As the source text, we use the transcriptions of the speech data belonging to Dutch as the high-resourced mixed language. Using machine translated text is expected to improve the CS language model in two ways: (1) creating CS examples in the presence of proper nouns such as institution names, person names, place names in Dutch and (2) generating CS word sequences that are extracted from a spoken corpus which is much larger than the FAME! Corpus. It is important to note that the quality of the translation highly depends on the language models used for the machine translation task. In this work, we used an open-source webservice1 for our Frisian-Dutch machine translation system which uses different language models2 from the baseline bilingual model used in this work.

As a third source of automatically generated CS text, we use the output of the automatic transcription strategies proposed for CS speech [20]. These automatic transcriptions are created using either a bilingual ASR system (bilingual strategies) or two monolingual ASR systems (monolingual strategies) based on the preprocessing applied to the raw broadcast recordings. The corresponding bilingual and monolingual LMs are trained on the baseline bilingual text corpus. Given that these automatic transcriptions are the mostly likely word sequence hypothesized based on both the acoustic and language model scores, they potentially contain new word sequences with CS that are unknown to the baseline LM. Adding this hypothesized text to the LM training corpus is expected to provide enriched LMs with new CS examples.

5. Experimental Setup

5.1. Databases

5.1.1. Spoken Material

Details of all training data used for the experiments are presented in Table 1. The training data of the FAME! speech cor-

---

1https://taalweb.frl/oersetter
2https://github.com/proycon/oersetter-models
Table 2: Perplexities obtained on the development and test transcriptions - The total number of words in each component is given in parenthesis. (AA: Automatic annotation, MT: Machine translated)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LM</th>
<th>Training text corpus</th>
<th>Devel</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Baseline LM</td>
<td>Orig. (46M)</td>
<td>257.9</td>
<td>231.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) LM_GEN-10M</td>
<td>Orig. (46M) + Text Gen. (10M)</td>
<td>201.4</td>
<td>179.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) LM_GEN-25M</td>
<td>Orig. (46M) + Text Gen. (25M)</td>
<td>195.4</td>
<td>173.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) LM_GEN-50M</td>
<td>Orig. (46M) + Text Gen. (50M)</td>
<td>195.2</td>
<td>173.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) LM_GEN-75M</td>
<td>Orig. (46M) + Text Gen. (75M)</td>
<td>197.3</td>
<td>175.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) LM_GEN-50M_AA-M</td>
<td>Orig. (46M) + Text Gen. (50M) + AA-Monoling. (1.5M)</td>
<td>188.0</td>
<td>165.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) LM_GEN-50M_AA-B</td>
<td>Orig. (46M) + Text Gen. (50M) + AA-Biling. (1.5M)</td>
<td>187.8</td>
<td>166.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) LM_GEN-50M_AA-MB</td>
<td>Orig. (46M) + Text Gen. (50M) + AA-Both (3M)</td>
<td>179.8</td>
<td>157.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) LM_GEN-50M_AA-MB_MT</td>
<td>Orig. (46M) + Text Gen. (50M) + AA-Both (3M) + MTTranslated (8.5M)</td>
<td>178.1</td>
<td>155.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The training corpus comprises 8.5 hours and 3 hours of speech from Frisian and Dutch speakers respectively. The development and test sets consist of 1 hour of speech from Frisian speakers and 20 minutes of speech from Dutch speakers each. All speech data has a sampling frequency of 16 kHz.

The raw radio broadcast data extracted from the same archive as the FAME! speech corpus consists of 256.8 hours of audio, including 159.5 hours of speech based on the SAD [30] output. The amount of total raw speech data extracted from the target broadcast archive after removing very short segments is 125.5 hours. We refer to this automatically annotated data as the ‘Frisian Broadcast’ data.

Monolingual Dutch speech data comprises the complete Dutch and Flemish components of the Spoken Dutch Corpus (CGN) [29] that contains diverse speech material including conversations, interviews, lectures, debates, read speech and broadcast news. This corpus contains 442.5 and 307.5 hours of Dutch and Flemish data respectively.

5.1.2. Written Material

The baseline language models are trained on a bilingual text corpus containing 37M Frisian and 8.8M Dutch words. Almost all Frisian text is extracted from monolingual resources such as Frisian novels, news articles, Wikipedia articles. The Dutch text is extracted from the transcriptions of the CGN speech corpus which has been found to be very effective for language model training compared to other text extracted from written sources. The transcriptions of the FAME! speech corpus was only from CS text and contains 140k words.

Using this small amount of CS text, we train LSTM-LM and generate text with 10M, 25M, 50M and 75M words. The translated CS text contains 8.5M words. Finally, we use the automatic transcriptions provided by the best-performing monolingual and bilingual automatic transcription strategy which contains 3M words in total. The details of these strategies are described in [20]. The final training text corpus after including the generated text has 107M words.

5.2. Implementation Details

The recognition experiments are performed using the Kaldi ASR toolkit [26]. We train a conventional context dependent Gaussian mixture model-hidden Markov model (GMM-HMM) system with 40 Gaussians using 39 dimensional mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) features including the deltas and delta-deltas to obtain the alignments for training a lattice-free maximum mutual information (LF-MMI) [31] TDNN-LSTM [21] AM (1 standard, 6 time-delay and 3 LSTM layers) according to the standard recipe provided for the Switchboard database in the Kaldi toolkit (ver. 5.2.99). We use 40-dimensional MFCC combined with i-vectors for speaker adaptation [32] and the default training parameters provided in the recipe without performing any parameter tuning. The 3-fold data augmentation [33] is applied to the training data if mentioned.

The baseline language models are standard bilingual 3-gram with interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing and an RNN-LM [34] with 400 hidden units used for recognition and lattice rescoring respectively. The RNN-LMs with gated recurrent units (GRU) [35] and noise contrastive estimation [36] are trained using the faster RNN-LM training implementation. A tied LSTM-LM [37] with 650 hidden units per layer and 650-dimensional word embeddings is used for CS text generation which is trained for 40 epochs using the example Pytorch implementation.

The bilingual lexicon contains 110k Frisian and Dutch words. The number of entries in the lexicon is approximately 160k due to the words with multiple phonetic transcriptions. The phonetic transcriptions of the words that do not appear in the initial lexicons are learned by applying grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) bootstrapping [38, 39]. The lexicon learning is done only for the words that appear in the training data using the G2P model learned on the corresponding language. We use the Phonetisaurus G2P system [40] for creating phonetic transcriptions.

5.3. Perplexity and ASR Experiments

We evaluate the quality of the language models by comparing the perplexities of the LMs trained on different components of the automatically generated text on the transcriptions of the development and test speech data. Later, the baseline and the LM with the lowest perplexity on the development transcriptions are used during the ASR experiments for recognition. The training text corpus of both models are further used for training RNN-LMs for lattice rescoring.

We further run ASR experiments using various bilingual acoustic models trained on the setup summarized in Table 1 on a separate set of manually annotated data used for testing purposes. The baseline acoustic models are trained only on the manually annotated data. Other ASR systems incorporate acoustic models trained on the combined (manually and automatically annotated) data and monolingual Dutch/Flemish data.

The evaluation is performed on the development and test data of the FAME! speech corpus and the recognition results are reported separately for Frisian only (fy), Dutch only (nl)
and mixed (fy-nl) segments. The overall performance (all) is also provided as a performance indicator. The recognition performance of the ASR system is quantified using the word error rate (WER). The word language tags are removed while evaluating the ASR performance.

6. Results

6.1. Perplexity Results

The perplexity results obtained on the development and test set transcriptions of the FAME! speech database are given in Table 2. The baseline language model has a perplexity of 257.9 and 231.6 on the development and test set respectively. Firstly, various amounts of CS text generated using an LSTM-LM are added to the training text corpus. All LMs trained on the baseline and LSTM-LM generated text, namely (2)-(5), provide considerably lower perplexities on both the development and test transcriptions. Adding 50M words provides the lowest perplexity (195.2) on the development set, thus, we use this combination for training the following models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASR System</th>
<th>AM train data</th>
<th>LM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline ASR</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR_AA</td>
<td>(1)+2</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR_AA_CGN-NL</td>
<td>(1)+2+3</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR_AA_CGN-NL-VL</td>
<td>(1)+2+3+4</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR_AA_CGN-NL-VL++</td>
<td>(1)+2+3+4</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR_AA_CGN-NL-VL++_RS</td>
<td>(1)+2+3+4</td>
<td>(1)+R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR_AA_CGN-NL-VL++_CS-LM</td>
<td>(1)+2+3+4</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR_AA_CGN-NL-VL++_CS-LM_RS</td>
<td>(1)+2+3+4</td>
<td>(9)+R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the automatically generated transcriptions hypothesis by two different automatic transcription strategies results in further perplexity reduction. Adding each set of transcriptions bring similar improvements by reducing the perplexity to 188 and 166 on the development and test set respectively. Merging both corpora reduces the perplexity to 179.8 on the development text and 157.9 on the test text. Finally, including the machine translated text brings marginal improvements on both sets with a final perplexity of 178.1 on the development and 155.8 on the test set.

6.2. ASR Results

The ASR results obtained on the development and test sets of the FAME! speech database are presented in Table 3. The number of Frisian and Dutch words in the development and test sets are given in the upper panel. The baseline ASR trained only on the available CS training data of 11.5 hours provides a total WER of 37.8%. Due to the increase training data due to automatic annotation strategies, the total WER reduces to 32.7%. For both the baseline ASR and ASR_AA, the data augmentation is applied during training as only in-domain training data is used in these cases.

In the next step, we add a large amount of monolingual Dutch data without applying data augmentation in order to avoid adverse effects of data imbalance between the mixed languages. This results in a further decrease in 4.8% absolute improvement in the total WER. Unlike reported in previous work [18], adding monolingual Dutch does not hinder the recognition of Frisian words after the increase (from ~10 hours to ~135 hours) in the in-domain CS training data.

Further adding the Flemish component brings marginal improvements in the ASR performance with a WER of 27.6%. Applying data augmentation to the Dutch and Flemish monolingual data (ASR_AA_CGN-NL-VL++) reduces the total WER to 27.1%. Adding Flemish mildly improving the recognition of both Frisian and Dutch utterances, it is difficult to conclude if the improvements are because of Flemish helping with the Frisian-accented Dutch or simply due to the increase in the amount of training speech material.

After using all available acoustic data for AM training, we proceed with exploring the impact of the enriched CS LM and RNN-LM rescoring on the ASR performance. As expected, the enriched CS LM mostly helps with the recognition of the mixed (fy-nl) segments by reducing the WER from 36.2% to 33.3% on the development and from 38.5% to 32.9% on the test set. Applying lattice rescoring using RNN-LMs trained on both the baseline and enriched text corpus yields an absolute improvement of 1.7% compared to the corresponding ASR system without rescoring. The best performing ASR_AA_CGN-NL-VL++_CS-LM_RS system has a total WER of 23.5% with a lower WER on all components of the development and test sets compared to the previous ASR systems.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we describe several techniques to improve the acoustic and language modeling of a CS ASR system. Exploiting monolingual speech data from the high-resourced mixed language for improving the AM quality is found to be viable after increasing the amount of in-domain speech, for instance, by performing automatic transcription of raw data resembling the target speech. Moreover, increasing the amount of CS text by text generation using recurrent LMs trained on a very small amount of reference CS text and automatic transcriptions from different transcription strategies has provided enriched LMs that has significantly lower perplexities on the development and test transcriptions. These enriched LMs have also reduced the WER especially on the mixed segments containing words from both languages.
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